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Japan flows set to slow into fiscal year end 

 MoF’s monthly ITS data revealed that banks drove the heavy buying of foreign bonds in Feb… 

 …while the selling on the equity side was driven by trust banks 

 Japan flows into fiscal year end will likely be subdued. In early FY23 they seem likely to be choppy… 

 …at least until yields overseas have more clearly peaked 

Banks drive the huge net buying of foreign bonds in Feb-23… 
MoF’s monthly International Transaction in Securities (ITS) data for February revealed that banks were the driver of 
the surge in Japanese foreign bond buying on the month, with net purchases of ¥4,075bn. This was the largest 
monthly figure for banks since Mar-20 and the 2nd largest monthly total for banks since 2005 when the data series 
begins. Mar-20 seems a logical buying point as investors moved to price in the impact of Covid. Feb-23 is a much 
less obvious buying point. The MoF report shows the bulk of the buying was in the first third of the month before 2yr 
UST yields pushed well above 4.5%. The fact that some banking accounts are sitting on a decent loss on the back 
of their recent activity likely means that they will be quieter in coming months. In addition, we are in the final weeks 
of the fiscal year – a period when activity usually eases off - and in the wake of the recent sell-off UST volatility is 
elevated, which also tends to breed hesitancy on the part of Japanese investors.   
 

Banks dominated the bond buying in February…   …while trust banks were heavy equity sellers 

  

Source: MoF 

..with trust banks and securities companies also net buyers 
Other purchasers of foreign bonds on the month included trust banks (¥461bn) and securities companies (¥306bn). 
Trust bank activity in foreign bond markets was muted compared to recent months. Trust bank activity is mainly driven 
by rebalancing between asset classes and tends to be reactive rather than proactive.   
 
Lifer selling in February much more muted. Hedging still deeply unattractive given costs 
Not all investor groups were net buyers of foreign bonds in February. Lifers remained sellers (¥385bn). They have 
been record sellers in recent months but the degree of selling in February eased off sharply. We see this as largely 
driven by the approaching fiscal year end. Lifer flows in foreign bond markets tend to most closely reflect the stereo-
typical seasonal pattern of buying at the start of the new fiscal half in April and September and selling as the fiscal 
year end approaches. We expect lifers to remain sellers in H1 FY23, although the scale of the selling seems unlikely 
to reach the levels seen in FY22. The fate of the BoJ’s YCC policy will likely have a bearing on lifer activity in coming 
months, with any surge in longer-end Japanese rates likely to draw some funds back from overseas. Unhedged 
foreign bonds look attractive but we think lifers will be more comfortable when yields have more clearly peaked and 
volatility is lower. Hedging remains deeply unattractive given the on-going rise in hedging costs alongside the rise in 
overseas short-term interest rates, which has only accelerated in recent sessions.   
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Lifer flows have a strong seasonal flavour         Lifers’ selling eases in February  

  

Source: MoF, 

Trust banks lead the net sales of overseas equities/funds… 
The equity/fund side of the flows equation saw net selling on the month, led by trust banks. The monthly net selling 
figure at ¥2150bn was the 4th largest since 2005. We assume profit taking by trust banks after the jump in US equity 
markets in January, with the resulting funds mainly allocated into foreign bonds. The report shows the bulk of the 
selling of overseas taking place in the first third of the month and tailing off as the S&P dipped. Trust bank activity 
has been very choppy in recent months, especially on the equity side. Perhaps this is because risk assets have been 
volatile but trendless. The S&P is almost at the same level as it was in June-22, while trust bank net purchases of 
overseas equities/funds over that period are almost flat.             
 
..with investment trusts also sellers on the month.  
Trust banks were not the only sellers of equites/funds. Investment trusts (¥336bn), securities companies (¥194bn), 
lifers (¥175bn) and banks (¥125bn) were all sellers. For investment trusts, this was the first month of net sales since 
Mar-22. It bears watching.   
 
Geographical breakdown shows funds flowing into the US – mainly on the equity side 
Alongside MoF’s ITS data the current account report also contains data on the geographical distribution of the 
investor flows albeit with a one-month lag. Today’s ITS data cover February, which the current account data cover 
January. Japanese investors were modest net buyers of foreign bonds in January, with the bulk of the buying in US 
(¥357bn - first net purchases since August) and UK bonds (¥266bn - for a third consecutive month). In the eurozone 
the bulk of the funds flowed into German (¥251bn) and Italian (¥112bn) bonds. On the equity/fund side, the US 
absorbed the bulk of the buying for a second consecutive month.       
 
 
We continue to see USD/JPY edging lower through most of 2023, with the primary driver a modest decline in UST 
yields, mainly in H2. We also expect that BoJ policy change will play a role too. Lifer selling of foreign bonds seemed 
to have limited impact in 2022 and we see this remaining the case the coming quarter. We expect to see a modest 
improvement in Japan’s trade balance too in coming months, which should also lift JPY.     
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Important Information 

This publication has been prepared by Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (“Mizuho”) and represents the views of the author.  It has not been prepared by an independent research 

department and it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements in any country or jurisdiction designed to promote the independence of investment 

research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.  

 

Disclaimer 

Unless otherwise stated, all views or opinions herein are solely those of the author(s) as of the date of this publication and are not to be relied upon as authoritative 

or taken in substitution for the exercise of judgement by any recipient, and are subject to change without notice.  

 

This publication has been prepared by Mizuho solely from publicly available information. Information contained herein and the data underlying it have been obtained 

from, or based upon, sources believed by us to be reliable, but no assurance can be given that the information, data or any computations based thereon are 

accurate or complete. This publication provides general background information only. It is information in summary form and does not purport to be complete. This 

publication has been prepared for information purposes only and is not intended by Mizuho or its affiliates to constitute investment, legal, accounting, tax or other 

advice of any kind and all recipients of this publication are advised to contact independent advisors in order to evaluate the publication, including, without limitation, 

the suitability of any security, commodity, futures contract or instrument or related derivative (hereinafter, a “financial instrument”), product or strategy herein 

described. This publication is not intended to be relied upon as advice to investors or potential investors and does not take into account investment objectives, 

financial situation or needs of any particular investor. It is not intended for persons who are Retail Clients within the meaning of the United Kingdom’s Financial 

Conduct Authority rules nor for persons who are restricted in accordance with US, Japanese or any other applicable securities laws. 

 

This publication has been prepared for information purposes only and is not intended by Mizuho to market any financial instrument, product or service or serve as 

a recommendation to take or refrain from taking any particular course of action or participate in any trading or other strategy. This publication is not an offer to buy 

or sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or any of the assets, businesses or undertakings described herein, or any other financial instrument, 

nor is it an offer to participate in any trading or other strategy, nor a disclosure document under applicable laws, rules, regulations or guidelines. Nothing contained 

herein is in any way intended by Mizuho or its affiliates to offer, solicit and/or market any financial instrument, product or service, or to act as any inducement to 

enter into any contract or commitment whatsoever.  Neither the author, Mizuho nor any affiliate accepts any liability whatsoever with respect to the use of this 

report or its contents. 

 

Mizuho and its affiliates, connected companies, employees or clients may take the other side of any order by you, enter into transactions contrary to any 

recommendations contained herein or have positions or make markets or act as principal or agent in transactions in any securities mentioned herein or derivative 

transactions relating thereto or perform or seek financial or advisory services for the issuers of those securities or financial instruments. 

All of the information contained in this publication is subject to further modification without prior notice and any and all opinions, forecasts, projections or forward-

looking statements contained herein shall not be relied upon as facts nor relied upon as any indication of future results. Opinions stated in this report are subject 

to change without notice. Future results may results may materially vary from such opinions, forecasts, projections or forward-looking statements. The information 

may not be current due to, among other things, changes in the financial markets or economic environment. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.  
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